The 3DS Assessor program teaches you to perform assessments of 3DS Environments in accordance with the PCI 3DS Core Security Standard. This training course will provide you with the understanding of the logical and physical security requirements as well as assessment procedures for performing PCI 3DS Core Assessments. You will become experienced on following the PCI 3DS Core Security Standard and verifying the work product addresses all applicable PCI 3DS Core Assessment requirements and supports the validation status of the 3DS Entity.

Upon completion of the course, you’ll be able to conduct PCI 3DS Core Assessments, validate and attest to an entity’s PCI 3DS Core Security Standard compliance status, and prepare appropriate compliance reports (such as 3DS Core Reports on Compliance (RoC)) required by payment card brands and acquiring banks.

WHAT’S IN IT FOR YOUR STAFF?

Improved understanding of PCI 3DS Core Security Standard and testing protocols

Gain knowledge of the payment card industry relative to information security and proven industry best practices

PLUS

• Your team will be recognized for their professional achievement – with listing on PCI website
• Use exclusive 3DS Assessor logo on marketing materials and correspondence
• Delivered to their inbox: Assessor Update - monthly newsletter

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?

3DS Assessor training is intended for QSA professionals with at least three years of experience and who possess the requisite certifications

WHAT’S COVERED IN THE COURSE?

• PCI 3DS Core Security Standard testing procedures
• Payment brand specific requirements
• PCI validation requirements
• PCI reporting requirements
• Real world case studies

Upon completion of the course, your team will be able to:

• Conduct PCI 3DS Assessments
• Validate and attest as to an entity’s PCI 3DS Core Security Standard compliance status
• Prepare appropriate compliance reports (such as 3DS Core Reports on Compliance (RoC)) required by payment card brands and acquiring banks
WHAT TO KNOW BEFORE BEGINNING

Read 3DS Core Qualification Requirements.

Skills your staff will need include:
At least one industry-recognized professional certification from each list below:

**List A**
- Certified Information System Security Professional (CISSP)
- Certified Information Security Manager (CISM)
- Certified ISO 27001 Lead Implementer

**List B**
- Certified Information Systems Auditor (CISA)
- GIAC Systems and Network Auditor (GSNA)
- Certified ISO 27001, Lead Auditor, Internal Auditor
- IRCA ISMS Auditor or higher
- Certified Internal Auditor (CIA)

Candidate must also possess a minimum of three years’ experience as a QSA, who is employed by a QSA company.

It is recommended that your team familiarize themselves with the following publications available on the PCI SSC website:

- PCI Security Requirements and Assessment Procedures for EMV® 3-D Core Secure Components: ACS, DS, and 3DS Server
- PCI 3DS Assessor Program Guide
- PCI 3DS Assessor Qualification Requirements
- PCI DSS

BECOME A 3DS COMPANY IN FOUR EASY STEPS

1. Apply as a firm for qualification in the program
2. Provide documentation outlined in the 3DS Core Qualification Requirements
3. Qualify individual employees, through training and testing, to perform assessments
4. Execute an agreement with the PCI Security Standards Council

EXAM

Candidates are required to complete and pass a final onsite exam, administered immediately following the completion of the coursework.

QUALIFICATION

Ears 6 Continuing Professional Education (CPE) hours.

Individual qualification is tied to 3DS Company. Qualification remains when moving between 3DS Companies provided the company continues to meet 3DS program requirements.

Re-qualification is required annually via eLearning training and exam.

LOOKING TO EXPAND YOUR QSA CERTIFICATION?
Consider PCI Point-to-Point Encryption (P2PE) Assessor Qualification Course

FOR MORE INFORMATION, PLEASE VISIT OUR 3DS ASSessor PAGe ON THE WEBSITE, CALL US AT: +1-781-876-6267, OR EMAIL US AT: 3DS@PCISECURITYSTANDARDS.ORG